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and bare countryside I passed Bar Duns, Tistutzn,
Monte Arnnt and Zeluan, all small Spanish settlements
connected with Melilla by a light railway. It was the
way of death. Along here fled the broken Spanish
army in 1921, the victorious Riffis carrying post after
post, until General Navarro rallied the pitiful remnants
of the army at Monte Arruit, where demoralization
was so complete that a battery was lost just outside the
fort In the mountains, of course, the Riffis had the ad-
vantage, but it is surprising the Spaniards could not offer
more effective resistance in country so well suited to the
use of modern weapons, where surprise was impossible
I arrived at Melilla when an air raid was in progress,
but as the Republican machine was anxious to keep as
far away as possible from the anti-aircraft guns, the
bombs fell into the sea and did no damage This was
not the first air raid by any means, a previous attack
having caused much havoc among the houses all round
the hospital, which seems to have been their objective
MeHlla was not at that time an attractive place
Police agents watched me with care, and however clear
one's conscience may be, it is uncomfortable to be
watched by Spaniards, for they perform their duty in
such a very obvious manner There were no Moors
about, and the Spaniards seemed suEen and unhappy
Most of the working men here were Communists when
the war started—a considerable number were shot—
and as the authorities well knew, many of them re-
mained so still, at heart, in spite of a fascist facade
The blue shirts of the Falangists were conspicuous
everywhere In the streets the Nationalist anthems
seemed to be broadcast with surprising frequency, and
one had to stand at attention with raised right arm for

